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« Genius of Crime »: Doyle’s Professor Moriarty

Within 19th century psychiatry, the criminal becomes a figure devoid of any individuality. In place of individual responsibility, there is now the promise of crime statistics to be able to determine the types of criminals exactly, so that criminals would become recognizable and controllable even before they break the law. The influential anthropologist Cesare Lombroso claims that exactly 26% of criminals are « born criminals », « almost all epileptics or morally insane ». Lombroso’s works revolve around the visible signs of criminal nature, on the « forms […] of abnormality », which point to the monstrous nature of the criminal as the origin of crime. Lombroso interprets this visibility as atavism, i.e. as a relapse into the « animal prehistory of the human species » that is possible at any time. Lombroso assumes that atavisms do not occur individually, but that different ethnic groups are closer to animal nature than others. He therefore assumes a strict hierarchy of human races, which – unsurprisingly – rates Europeans as more highly developed than non-European people. One has to conclude from Lombroso’s analysis that evil is no longer an individual phenomenon, but rather has to be defined as statistically measurable deviations from the social norm.

It is due to Arthur Conan Doyle’s genius that he is at the same time consistent and in opposition with Lombroso’s theory of crime. Doyle creates a new genre figure: the ‘genius of crime’. This figure is characterized by the fact that he rarely commits crimes himself, but rather acts as a svengali of evil in order to accumulate power and wealth. Its incarnation in Doyle’s texts is the malevolent Professor Moriarty.

Seen from the perspective of contemporary criminal anthropology, Doyle’s Professor Moriarty presents something of a living paradox: while genius traditionally means nothing less than the peak of individuality, the criminal appears to embody the genetic defect of the abnormal and has no individuality whatsoever. As a criminal genius, Moriarty embodies the unity of this contradiction. Although he acts as the apothecosis of evil – or, rather, precisely because of it –, he is characterized by a number of positive qualities: « He is a genius, a philosopher, an abstract thinker. He has a brain of the first order », as Sherlock Holmes says. In compliance with Lombroso’s theory, Holmes states that Moriarty is driven by « hereditary tendencies of the most diabolical kind » in his criminal career; nonetheless, the professor contradicts all physiognomic stereotypes of 19th century criminal anthropology. Indeed, Holmes can see that Moriarty moves « in a curiously reptilian fashion », which clearly points to Lombroso’s concept of atavism and alludes to some sort of kinship between the professor and many other semi-human, often ape-faced perpetrators in Doyle’s tales. However, Moriarty has a highly bourgeois appearance: « He is clean-shaven, pale, and ascetic-looking, retained something of the professor in his facial features ». Furthermore, he holds against Holmes that he was surprised at the low development of his forehead, whereas his own « forehead domes out in a white curve ». Lombroso names the « receding forehead » as one of the most outstanding characteristics of the « born criminal », because in his perspective this seems to prove the close relationship of the « criminal » to the « lower races ». By referring to this theory in his dialogue with Holmes, Moriarty not only demonstrates knowledge of criminal anthropology, but briefly reverses the division of roles between criminals and detectives.

This reversibility shows that Holmes and Moriarty are designed as mirror figures: Moriarty is a double of Holmes in his genius; he points out that Sherlock also has a perverse side that excludes him from ‘ordinary’ society. In this sense, Holmes characterizes Moriarty as « an antagonist who was my intellectual equal ». Moriarty explains that the discovery of his
machinations by Holmes has been « an intellectual treat » for him. He also reflects Holmes’s gesture to enjoy outstanding crimes as works of art. Such an aestheticization of crime was pre-formulated in the era of ‘black romanticism’, particularly in Thomas de Quincey’s *On Murder Considered as one of the Fine Arts* (1827). Doyle’s story thus formulates a literary contradiction to the criminal anthropological doctrine of his epoch by allowing his ‘genius of crime’ to appear as an out-of-date rebirth of a romantic figure. Nonetheless, the ‘supervillain’ character is decidedly modern, insofar as it is an essential inspiration for popular culture of the 20th century.

**Serial Crime and Serial Fiction : Rohmer’s Dr. Fu-Manchu**

A descendant of Moriarty appears in Sax Rohmer’s *Mystery of Dr. Fu Manchu* (1913), which was published in America as *The Insidious Dr. Fu-Manchu*. The highly successful novel revolves around the Chinese supervillain Fu-Manchu, against whom the two friends Nayland Smith and Petrie (as successors to Holmes and Watson) ultimately fight successfully.

In contrast to Doyle’s Holmes stories, Rohmer’s novel is not a detective story: the focus of the plot is not on solving a riddle – there are a few, but many simply remain unsolved. Instead of detective puzzle work, there is an abundance of action scenes in which assassinations are carried out with exotic insects, in which the villain tries to drive his opponent crazy with a lethal injection, in which floors suddenly turn into trap doors and entire houses burn down completely just as suddenly. This change in the plot focus compared to Doyle’s stories also results in a change in the central figure: the focus of the plot is no longer the investigator (who has only found a brilliant opponent in Moriarty), but the exotic superhuman Fu-Manchu, against whom the two of them positive « heroes » Smith and Petrie remain rather pale. The plot thrives on the fact that a new attack, a new ruse by the villain has to be expected at any time.

In terms of his intellectual capacities, Fu-Manchu’s characterization follows the description of Moriarty from Doyle’s narrative. « This man, whether a fanatic or a duly appointed agent, is, unquestionably, the most malign and formidable personality existing in the known world to-day, » says Smith about Fu-Manchu:

> He is a linguist who speaks with almost equal facility in any of the civilized languages, and in most of the barbaric. He is adept in all the arts and sciences which a great university could teach him. He also is an adept in certain obscure arts and sciences which no university of to-day can teach. He has the brains of any three men of genius. Petrie, he is a mental giant.

As a ‘genius of crime’, Rohmer’s supervillain is a relative of Moriarty’s. However, the description tries to improve on Holmes’ opponent: Fu-Manchu is not just a « genius », but has the intellectual capacities of three geniuses. Only this can explain that he seems to have mastered all the sciences and arts, even those that are not taught in the great universities of Europe. This points to Fu-Manchu’s mastery of technologies of all kinds (he is proficient in exotic killing techniques as well as in sophisticated escape mechanisms): At the center of the villain thriller, there is a media technology phantasm. No mention of his intellect remains without superlatives: the doctor is nothing less than « the most stupendous genius who in the world’s history had devoted his intellect to crime ». The Chinese villain’s academic specialization is in applied toxicology, as the first-person narrator Petrie notes: « I knew, now, that Dr. Fu-Manchu was the greatest fungulogist the world had ever known; was a poisoner to whom the Borbias were as children. »

In contrast to Moriarty, however, Fu-Manchu does not have a bourgeois appearance. « Imagine a person, tall, lean and feline, high-shouldered, with a brow like Shakespeare and a face like Satan, a close-shaven skull, and long, magnetic eyes of the true cat-green », Smith reports. The villain’s outward appearance thus fully corresponds to Lombroso’s racist criminal
anthropology: it is as ugly as it is animalistic; it suggests malice («Satan») as well as manipulative power («magnetic eyes»). Fu-Manchu’s face is that of an «archangel of evil», as the narrator later explains again. «The eyes of murderers are cold, glassy, immovable, and bloodshot», Lombroso writes. Accordingly, Rohmer equips his villain with «the most uncanny eyes that ever reflected a human soul». This impression arises not only from the evil eye of the criminal, but also from the anatomical peculiarity of a third eyelid, a «membrana nictitans», in other words: a reptilian atavism. This integrates Lombroso’s central theorem into the plot of the thriller.

Fu-Manchu thus appears as a paradoxical cross between absolute genius and super-brain on the one hand and beast and moral monstrosity on the other. The criminal doctor even seems to have powers that can hardly be explained by ‘genius’ alone: The narrator explains that Fu-Manchu alone is a «menace to Europe and to America greater than that of the plague». But above all, he seems to be physically immortal. Insofar as he can miraculously escape traps like burning houses, he appears to have « unearthly powers ». Materially invisible over long stretches of the plot, his power nonetheless spans over the entire globe and, through his almost magical methods (killing by insects or by lethal injections which cause madness), causes a comprehensive destabilization of reality. In this sense, Fu-Manchu is, so to speak, the first supervillain in literary history—and an important inspiration for later villains of British popular culture, such as Dr. No from Ian Fleming’s James Bond stories.

Fu-Manchu’s supernatural powers may be explained by the fact that he in no way has to be understood as an individual figure. Rohmer’s text suggests repeatedly that the crook, so to speak, represents the Chinese people as a whole—or, in Rohmer’s diction: «the yellow race». In this sense, the narrator describes Fu-Manchu as «the yellow peril incarnate in one man» taking up the catchphrase of the «yellow peril» coined by Matthew Phipps Shiel in 1898. According to a racist scheme, the character of the supervillain is again and again shown as representative of the psyche of China: «Dr. Fu-Manchu […] was the ultimate expression of Chinese cunning», as Rohmer’s investigator Smith explains. Correspondingly, Fu-Manchu’s reptilian eyes always refer to the dragon as the traditional symbol of the Chinese emperor (and thus: his state power). Fu-Manchu’s «genius» does not lead, as with Moriarty, to a partial (albeit paradoxical) re-individualization of the criminal: The real genius of the Chinese supervillain lies in embodying the entire danger and power of the Orient.

Obviously, this cannot be achieved in one novel alone. In fact, Fu-Manchu is a «serial perpetrator» in every sense of the word: Not only did the novel Mystery of Dr. Fu Manchu appear first from 1912 as a series in the magazine The Story-Teller, but Rohmer has written a total of 12 further novels in view of the commercial success of the first novel. The last novel, Emperor Fu Manchu, appeared shortly before his death in 1959. Serial action also determines the plot of Mystery of Dr. Fu Manchu: Again and again, Fu-Manchu invents new methods of murder, again and again he finds new escape routes from apparently hopeless situations. The plot of Rohmer’s Mystery of Dr. Fu Manchu is structured in this way through mutations and permutations within a set of characters and actions. Fu-Manchu is primarily a player with possibilities and options, in the diction of the novel an experimenter. Accordingly, his headquarters are equipped with «tubes and retorts, […] jars of unfamiliar organisms, […] books of unfamiliar lore, […] impedimenta of the occult student and man of science». As a playful villain, Fu-Manchu is always on the verge of self-parody: He cannot die any more than he can ever achieve a real victory, because both would end the game of serial storytelling. Its potentially infinite continuity is inscribed in the text through the narrator’s ironic admission that the end of the novel cannot be an end, since the superhuman is apparently still alive:

I come to the close of my chronicle, and feel that I betray a trust—the trust of my reader. For having limned in the colors at my command the fiendish Chinese doctor, I am unable to conclude my task as I should desire, unable to with any consciousness of finality, to write Finis to the end of my narrative.
The Villain and his Mask: Jacques’ Dr. Mabuse

Norbert Jacques’ novel *Dr. Mabuse, der Spieler* (*Dr. Mabuse, the gambler*) appeared between September 25, 1921 and January 29, 1922 in the *Berliner Illustrierte Zeitung* and was a great success with the public both as a literary text and in the film of the same name, directed by Fritz Lang (1922). The plot revolves around the supervillain Dr. Mabuse, who builds an empire of criminals to amass money and power by cheating, hypnotic manipulation and smuggling. His opponent, the public prosecutor Wenk, hunts down and pursues the criminal and his assistants, with spectacular car and ship chases as well as a showdown in an airplane. The places of action are diverse and change constantly: playhouses, caves of vice, but also numerous villas, as well as border areas between Germany and Switzerland. All in all, the novel thus offers numerous structural elements of the colportage novel.\(^{35}\)

Like Professor Moriarty and Dr. Fu-Manchu, Jacques’ Dr. Mabuse is also characterized as a ‘genius of crime’. This again results in a paradoxical structure: although – or precisely because – he acts as the culmination of evil, bad and wicked, Mabuse is consistently described by a series of maximally positive attributes that not only make him « one of the great numbers in criminal history the last decades\(^{36}\) », but also as a « force, full of mystery\(^{37}\) », or as a « master\(^{38}\) », in short: a « genius\(^{39}\) ». However, in contrast to his predecessors, Mabuse has chosen a different academic discipline. While Moriarty is a mathematician – completely devoted to the game of calculation –, and Fu-Manchu specializes in mushrooms and toxins, Mabuse is a very contemporary psychoanalyst: His ingenuity enables him not only to look inside the psyche of others, but also to exercise control over them by using his hypnotic gaze and the power of his voice.

There are parallels to the two literary precursors. Like Moriarty, Mabuse also suffers from a Napoleonic complex that fills him with megalomaniac plans. It is not without meaning that he is perceived by other figures as a « dethroned prince » due to his « lordly » appearance.\(^{40}\) The criminal genius dreams of leaving the « vicious little Europe »: He would like to found his own state in the Brazilian jungle, « his empire, the empire of Eitopomar\(^{41}\) ». The core of this phantasm is the traditional center of monarchical sovereignty, the « power over the life and death of people\(^{42}\) ». Time and again Mabuse surrenders to phantasms of absolute power, in which his « will » « splatters » people, in which « a word from his mouth » causes « a thousand women […] their ribs to bleed, and five hundred men […] no longer [can] testify\(^{43}\) », where in short he can exercise « all power over the life and death of animals, forests and people\(^{44}\) ». In contrast to Fu-Manchu, Mabuse does not work on behalf of a foreign government, but plans to found a new political organization whose laws would be written by him alone.

In his essay « Critique of Violence », published in 1921, the same year as *Dr. Mabuse, der Spieler*, Walter Benjamin describes the « great criminal » as a figure who, « however repellent his ends may have been, has aroused the secret admiration of the public\(^{45}\) ». As a reason for this admiration, Benjamin specifies that the « great criminal » always threatens to declare « a new law », thereby renewing mythical times before the emergence of the state and horrifying the public.\(^{46}\) Thus, the « great criminal » proves to be a relative of the Leviathan, the law-making power of the state. Insofar as Doctor Mabuse’s Napoleonic self-coronation fantasies aim at the establishment of a « counter-order », he becomes recognizable as a literary incarnation of the « great criminal ». His discourse about the seizure of power is always enriched with contemporary Nietzschean metaphysics of the will: His fantasies revolve around « doing his will\(^{47}\) ».

There is a passage in Jacques’ novel that can be understood as an intertextual reference to Rohmer’s *Mystery of Dr. Fu Manchu*. During his forays into the « secret playhouses » of Munich in search of the criminal genius, the investigator Wenk notices an « old man » who allows himself to be addressed as a professor and – as the reader quickly suspects – is Doctor
Mabuse in disguise. Then Wenk notices that the old man is wearing « Chinese glasses ». He asks the « professor » about the exotic glasses, whereupon the latter explains : « They are from Tsien fu! » By repeating these words several times in a « hard voice », Wenk is seized with « sleepiness » and feels transported to the « mouth of the Yangtze River ». The Chinese words function in this way as a magical hypnosis formula, but at the same time as an intertextual hint, or even a sign of collegial recognition among the leading supervillains.

The parallels between the plot structure of Jacques’s and Rohmer’s novels can hardly be overlooked. Both texts are no longer structured – like Doyle’s Holmes stories – by a riddle to be solved by the investigator, but by the action of a central criminal figure who repeatedly appears surprisingly or eludes the investigator figures. Similar to Mystery of Dr. Fu Manchu, in Dr. Mabuse, « crime is no longer the exception to the rule – as in the riddle novel, but can appear anywhere and at any time ». Since no less than the entire society is threatened by super-criminals, there is an atmosphere of general threat and paranoia. The basic structure of Dr. Mabuse creates a cinematographically inspired narration in which it is little about the thoughts and feelings of the protagonists. Instead, there are chases on the streets and lakes, shootings, fistfights, in short : a restless series of action sequences. Like Rohmer’s Fu-Manchu novels, Jacques’s Dr. Mabuse is also designed as a serial narration. Although Mabuse falls from a plane at the end of the first novel and therefore has to be dead in all probability, Jacques wrote a follow-up novel in 1932, Dr. Mabuses letztes Spiel (Dr. Mabuse’s last game), which Fritz Lang picturized in 1933 as The Testament of Dr. Mabuse. Here, Mabuse plays an idiosyncratic role between life and death. After he was found with a « shattered brain case » and only barely survived, he is hiding in a private clinic, where he writes an « Encyclopedia of Crime », a guide to organized crime : a symbol for the continued effect of his power beyond his physical existence (and therefore for practically unlimited seriality). By 1990, a total of thirteen Mabuse films were made.

In Jacques’s first novel, there is an explicit connection between the narrative of the criminal genius and his existence as a « gambler », since Mabuse here is nicknamed « the player ». Mabuse acts as a gambler in several ways, as is highlighted by the academic literature. First of all, the criminal psychoanalyst acts as a gambler at the gaming tables – in order to collect money through cheating to found his state in the jungle. Furthermore, Mabuse is also an actor in that he always slips into new disguises, masks and roles in order to advance his machinations. In an interview with Count Told, Mabuse explains the « psychology of gambling », which is at the same time nothing less than a sketchy philosophy of the game : « Gambling is the oldest form, the strongest and most general form in which a person who is not given the gift of being an artist is able to feel himself an artist », Mabuse proclaims. In gambling, « every human being can enforce the enforcement of at least one creative act », insofar as the « successful game » and the creative act represent a synthesis between « will and chance ». Here as there, it is about « making a work of one’s own creation out of chance ». One could argue against the criminal psychoanalyst that his way of gambling – namely through hypnotic manipulation of his fellow players – consistently eliminates the element of chance and is therefore precisely not a game of chance neither, strictly speaking, a game at all. Nonetheless, the passage can be understood as a programmatic description of Mabuse’s strategy : « Chance » is the lucky opportunity that arises for him to act as a villain – cheating, smuggling, kidnappings, murders – and he uses this opportunity to turn it into a « work of his own creation ». Mabuse, in other words, does not only gamble, but also treats his criminal business as a game. Insofar as he defines his crime as a creative creation, as a « work of art », Mabuse acts – more explicitly and consistently than his forerunners Moriarty and Fu-Manchu – as a literary antithesis to Lombroso’s criminal anthropology, for which the ‘born criminal’ is nothing but the work of biological nature (but never his own work).
The fact that Mabuse succeeds in making his criminality and his own person his « own work », in a playful way, is particularly evident in his external appearance. Mabuse’s appearance bears a resemblance to the repulsive, always recognizable exterior Fu-Manchus only in parts of the face: The eyes of the criminal psychoanalyst are described as « evil eyes »56, and as « inflexible eyes »57, which send out a « violent and demanding but cold ray »58, as well as a « cold fire »59, and have the color of « stone gray »60. In this way, on the one hand, the literary tradition of the hypnotic gaze – for example in the stories E.T.A. Hoffmann’s – is continued61. On the other hand, in Jacques’s novel – as in Rohmer’s Fu-Manchu story – Lombroso’s axiom that murderers have a glassy and icy gaze is confirmed62.

However, only his eyes refer to something that could be described as Mabuse’s natural body. He is « a player with many identities, who masters them perfectly and changes them constantly »63. He « plays many roles, he’s the man with a thousand masks »64. In the novel, Mabuse appears in various masks, both at the gaming tables and on the run from prosecutor Wenk. « Wenk would now have recognized him [Mabuse] under all disguises »65, one can read in the novel. In any case, this does not apply to large parts of the novel: Only afterwards does the public prosecutor realize that he is not dealing with different people, but with ever new disguises of Mabuse: « Well, the one who arrived first, the soldier and the lady were one and the same person. And yesterday and the day before yesterday, Wenk noticed, the chimney sweep, the tabetic, the man with the package […] all the same person and all – Mabuse »66. The criminal genius can switch between masks and disguises so skilfully that he literally becomes that person. In other words, Doctor Mabuse has perfected his masquerade game to such an extent that every personal identity he displays is his « own work ». Mabuse holds true to what is said in Diderot’s Paradox of Acting about the perfect actor: « Perhaps it is just because he is nothing that he is before all everything. His own special shape never interferes with the shapes he assumes. »67 Therefore, it can be said that Mabuse « is nothing »: He is free from all fixations of a personal identity, and therefore without a face.

More explicitly than the figure of Professor Moriarty or Doctor Fu-Manchu, Doctor Mabuse is characterized as a gambler. Thus, the representation of the gambling super-criminal formulates a literary contradiction to the dominant theory of crime in the first half of the 20th century, which is based on the idea that crimes are determined by nature (as in Lombroso’s theory of the « born criminal »). This contradiction rises out of the spirit of serial literature: at its core, serial crime is at the same time a playful one.
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In the 1970's, "Mask of Fu Manchu" was cut slightly (by about 2 minutes), removing references deemed particularly offensive to the Asian-American community (including several racial remarks and an extended version of the famous whipping scene). It is actually this cut version which MGM/UA released in the early 1990's on videotape, although the deleted segments were restored for the print of "Mask of Fu Manchu" used for the later laserdisc release "MGM Horror Classics," and the more recent DVD release. Connections. Edited into Mondo Lugosi - A Vampire's Scrapbook (1987). Created by British author Sax Rohmer, the evil Dr. Fu Manchu appeared for the first time in 1912, in a story serialized in one of the many pulp magazines of those years. Fu Manchu, also called "Dr. Fu Manchu", is an infamous villain who originated in the novels of British author Sax Rohmer but has become somewhat of a stock character in fiction due to his popularity - although in recent times Dr. Fu Manchu has been criticized by some as an example of the "Yellow Peril" stereotype. The Marvel Comics version serves as the main antagonist of the Shang Chi series where he is the arch-enemy and father of Shang Chi. Dr Fu Manchu is a fictional villain who was introduced in a series of novels by the English author Sax Rohmer during the first half of the 20th century. The character was also extensively featured in cinema, television, radio, comic strips and comic books for over 90 years and he has also become an archetype of the evil criminal genius and mad scientist, while lending his name to the Fu Manchu mustache.